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QUESTION 1

An organization wants an on-screen pretest to know how much the user already knows about the online (WBT) course
subject matter, and then start the course. How can it achieve this? 

A. Email the assessment instance when the course starts. 

B. Use the built-in SurveyMonkey integration to push the pretest before the course starts. 

C. Create a separate course with questions and map them together. 

D. Create or import the course and map an assessment instance to that course with the pre-test option selected. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A client has configured its Enrollments with Waitlists. Which two Enrollment Communication Messages are required to
property notify users who are placed on the Waitlist? 

A. Notification of Nominees 

B. User Wait List 

C. User Nomination 

D. User Approval 

E. User Removal 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are reviewing the default User role within your LearnCenters and notice that the "View Content (Required for
Default users)" permissions category is not ticked and grayed out. All other permissions category within the role are
showing in black. 

What is the reason for this? 

A. The category has a different color code as it is required for the default user role. 

B. The permissions under this category cannot be changed. 

C. Some of the sub-permissions have been deselected. 

D. Default permissions are always presented in a different color code. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A client wants to allow users to browse a Learning Plan Dynamic Object "catalog" of Learning Plans and 

then select the ones in which they want to participate. However, they also want to require approval by the 

user\\'s Supervisor. 

Which two Learning Plan settings must be activated for this to be possible? 

A. Requires approval 

B. Requires Supervisor to register in the LearnCenter 

C. Allow users to add themselves to this Learning Plan 

D. Include in LearnCenter Search 

E. Enforce Sequencing 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 5

Assuming there is no user integration present, which process must you follow to remove the option to run the Best
Match and User Skill Gap report from all supervisors? 

A. Update the supervisor user role and remove the appropriate permissions. 

B. Select all supervisors and open the account permissions, and remove the permissions for all supervisors at once. 

C. Select each individualsupervisor and update the permissions in the account permissions one by one. 

D. Update the supervisor account template to apply the changes to all supervisor accounts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

The organization has created a Learning Plan for emerging leaders. The Plan must be configured so that it can be used
for the next three years. It contains Web-Based Training, Instructor-Led Training, and Assessment Instances. 

What are the special considerations relative to Instructor-Led Training? 

A. Instructor-Led Training Session Enrollments must be mapped to the Plan and they must not be sequenced. 

B. Instructor-Led TrainingSession Enrollments must be mapped to the Plan with a recurrence pattern enabled. 

C. Instructor-Led Training Tracks or Events must be mapped to the Plan. 

D. There are no special considerations. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

An organization wants to offer an on-screen survey immediately after an online (WBT) course is completed. How can
they achieve this? 

A. Email the assessment instance when the course is completed. 

B. Add survey questions inside a LearnCenter course. 

C. Create or import the course and map an assessment instance to that course with the post-test option selected. 

D. Use the built in SurveyMonkey integration to push the survey after the course has been completed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

From the question elements below, identify the question name. 

A. Exam Questions > CPR 

B. Multiple choice -single select 

C. How many breaths should be given between chest compressions? 

D. CPR_Question_01 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What feature is used to display additional information, about a question or answer, after the user has made an answer
choice? 

A. General feedback 

B. Question feedback 

C. Answer feedback 

D. Answer categories 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer wants to separate internal and external employees and content to provide different training to those two
groups. 
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Internal employees need not pay for training whereas external employees or partners must purchase the training. 

Which two steps must you complete to meet this requirement? 

A. Create Categories to allocate the appropriate training to them and then provide access to users in the groups by
using differenttraining catalogs. 

B. Set up a new Sub LearnCenter for external employees and partners. 

C. Create groups for each of the different user population in the LearnCenter that has been created and allocate users
to the groups to provide appropriate training. 

D. Configure the eCommerce option in the new Sub LearnCenter and create a product catalog. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

All learning objects in the new hire Leaning Plan must be completed within the first 90 days of hire but the compliance
learning objects must be completed within the first 30 days. 

How is this business requirement met? 

A. The default due date is set at 90 days and the mapped items due date is set at 30 days for the compliance objects. 

B. The primary due date is set at 90 days for all learning objects except the compliance objects and the secondary due
date is set at 30 days for the compliance objects. 

C. The enforce sequencing and custom order options meet this business requirement. 

D. Two Learning Plans are created. One with the complianceobjects and a default due date of 30 days and a second
with all other learning objects and a default due date of 90 days. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A client is planning on having multiple Sub LearnCenters, each representing a different line of business. Because users
are able to navigate between and take training in each Sub LearnCenter, the client needs users to be able to view their
completed training anywhere. 

Which Sharing option must be set to Global to make this possible? 

A. Notifications 

B. Global Search 

C. GlobalTraining History 

D. Assessments/Surveys 

E. Global Resource Manager 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three statements are true about Instructor Led Training Events/Tracks/Sessions? 

A. They can also help to organize VILT and Online Classes and Courses. 

B. They let administrators add an entire structure of ILT training to a Job Profile. 

C. They help clients to organize Instructor-Led Training based on two levels of client criteria. 

D. They permit users to select from multiple session dates when an Event or Track is added to a Learning Plan. 

E. They make it easier for administrators to find specific training in the Instructor Led Training menu in the Control
Panel. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 14

What two configuration practices should be used to ensure that questions are well organized and can be used for
random question selection? 

A. Never use resources. 

B. Always re-create answers. 

C. Use well-defined naming convention for question names. 

D. Categorize questions and answers. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 15

Which four Event Types can be linked to an Enrollment? 

A. External Training 

B. Assessment Instance 

C. Online Course 

D. Virtual Instructor Led Training 

E. Training Offering 

F. Forum 

Correct Answer: ACDE 
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